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Solution overview 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BCS Intelligent Forms Automation  

Intelligent Forms Automation with BCS drive digital 

transformation  

 

Automates information 

collection 

 

Decreases processing times 

 

Lowers costs, accelerates and 

improves customer experience 

 

Establishes full auditing 

capability 

 

 

Customer facing industries are experiencing a 

massive paradigm shift. Gone are the days for 

paper-based transactions and huge lineups at 

physical locations. Technological advancements, 

customer expectations and demographic shifts are 

major drivers propelling digital transformation. The 

super competitive landscape for customer wallet 

share is forcing traditional industries to rethink 

their digital strategy, adjust constantly and act 

judiciously but rapidly at the same time. 

Traditional powerhouses are feeling the heat from disruptors 

changing the way customers engage with their industry and 

evaluate and obtain products and services. Technology has 

already begun to radically change how we interact with 

traditionally paper-based processes. Furthermore, 

organizations that want to retain customers and expand their 

customer base are recognizing it is not enough to provide 

online systems to perform tasks.  
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Example: 

Web-based form 

 

 

    

 

  

 

Digitally transform  

BCS Intelligent Forms Automation offers organizations from across many 

industries with numerous ways of streamlining workflow processes, a better 

customer experience platform and the modernization of existing IT ecosystems 

that deliver products and services. With BCS Intelligent forms Automation, 

organizations can achieve a substantial ROI by executing and deploying 

solutions to their customers.  

Increased revenue opportunities 

The Intelligent Forms Automation Product Suite offers unique capabilities that 

layer high-value applications with an organization’s existing back-office 

platforms. They facilitate accurate and complete data collection with intuitive 

and modern interfaces that enable analytic and artificial intelligence platforms 

to accurately capture data to analyze trends. Furthermore, with Intelligent 

Forms Automation, organizations are poised to extend the reach of their 

products and services in a ubiquitous mobile experience.  

Innovative technology 

BCS’s discrete data collection, electronic forms, workflow, financial content 

aggregation and system integration solutions with Intelligent Forms 

Automation will accelerate the delivery of next generation applications. BCS’s 

unsurpassed technology is a result of more than 30 years of experience across 

multiple verticals.  
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Enhance customer experience  

With Intelligent Forms Automation, organizations can differentiate from the 

competition by providing customers with a faster, easier, more modern experience. 

An intuitive engagement experience in the way a customer wants to be engaged will 

greatly increase satisfaction and the likelihood they will return.  

This improved engagement provides the organization with more timely and accurate 

customer information. This information can be used to drive automation allowing the 

organization to quickly make better decisions and improve customer service resulting 

in increased revenue.   

Leverage existing technology investments 

BCS takes pride in the ability to seamlessly integrate with existing IT ecosystems, 

content management, Line of Business and other homegrown back-office systems.  

Reduced development costs 

BCS’s products are designed for multiple industries and use cases, which makes it easy 

to build new applications or simply add new and advanced capabilities into existing 

applications without significant re-engineering or training. This reduces development 

time and cost and accelerates time to market for products and services.  

Intelligent Forms Automation with BCS Advanced Capture 

BCS enables end users to efficiently capture and archive paper and unify all paper-

based processes throughout the enterprise. This unified approach ensures a 

consistent experience and full audit trail of information. BCS Advanced Capture 

intelligently identifies any structured form or document type and automatically 

processes and validates without manual intervention. The solution virtually eliminates 

all human intervention and errors. 

BCS Intelligent Forms Automation 

BCS Intelligent Forms Automation redefines workflows, by accelerating cycles, 

ensuring compliance and connecting customer and providers with information and 

processes, regardless of location. Plus, BCS enables real-time access to, and use of, 

mission-critical content throughout the enterprise.  

 

Example: Simple 

Application Form 
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Industries 

 Insurance 

 Banking 

 Wealth Management 

 Services 

 Healthcare 

 Government  

 Education  

 Energy 

 Real Estate  

Processes 

 Employee forms 

 Account onboarding 

 Claims processing 

 Underwriting  

 Surveys 

 Applications 

 Patient Information  

 Inspection Reports 

 Loan Origination  

bcssys.com/contact-us 

BCS Systems, Inc. is a software and solutions engineering company with 30 years of 

experience in Intelligent Business Process Orchestration. Our product iConnect is able to 

intelligently integrate most front end applications with major content management 

systems. This allows for the reduction in the number of applications your users have to 

interact with. Through this Intelligent Business Process Orchestration and Integration, 

automation is capable of reducing the number of human touchpoints increasing accuracy 

and productivity making an end users job easier and faster. This also allows organizations 

to reduce spend on maintaining clunky legacy applications saving you time and money. 
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